
books, view history talk. Cyberpunk Books. Cyberpunk Fiction. William Gibson.Â Visionary in Residence (Short Stories). Gothic High Tech (Short Stories). Transreal Cyberpunk (Short Stories, written with Rudy Rucker). Rudy Rucker. Rudy Rucker is a pretty amazing guy, while most cyberpunk authors tend to be guys who like writing science fiction, Professor Rucker started out by getting a Doctorate in Mathematics and worked as a university professor before he took up writing weird scfi stories for a hobby. His works are notable for their well thought out uses of science and mathematics, in addition to The Mad Professor's unique sense of humor and love of the surreal. With this fourth collection of my stories, I'm going to prove this to you.â€ With these words, Bruce Sterlingâ€”author of New York Times Notable Books of the Year and one of the great names in contemporary fictionâ€”introduces his latest collection of thirteen tales. If you're familiar with his cyberpunk creations you won't be disappointed, but these stories range far beyond the limits of future technology. Visionary in Residence takes the reader to places never imagined and certainly where no one has ever been. Rate this book. Book Order. Amazon. Amazon UK. Visionary in Residence is a collection that unites thirteen stories (published circa 1999-2005) by Bruce Sterling under one cover; two of these yarns also happen to be collaborations with his close friends Paul and Rudy. Audiences generally regard Sterling to be an author of science fiction, but his writing (continuing to transition into more alien forms of that genre) lately seems to coagulate around disparate fields such as architecture, biology, design, environmentalism, and security. "In Paradise," the lead story, is Sterling's strongest effort. Set amid a concourse of duty free shops, this Visionary in Residence book. Read 19 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. I'm a science fiction writer. This is a golden opportunity t... The last two stories are interesting in that they show Sterling's chops away from his trademark style, perhaps future possibilities? The following are notes on the stories I made along the way. "In Paradise", cell phone as universal translator, but other than that..."